
art HARVEY OSWALD . 
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 Reurundated’ airtel ‘an ‘above-captioned matter forwarding 
undeveloped 35 mm film relating to the above matter as obtained 
frou Robert Earl Croft, 709 Clarkson Street , ) Denver s Colorado, : 
on s 11/23/63.   eee fem stale 

This film was developed by ‘the Kodak Process Laboratory 
“an ¥ashington, D. C., shortly after its receipt. 

"38 may have sone future pertinence to this case, 

Teenty-two ----~ 
.frames were developed and only three frames, numbers 16, 17, and -: 

Frame nunber _-:- 
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film is returned to Denver, 

Fiabe Le at. ne 

four was apparently skipped in numbering by the Kodak Laboratory, 
While there are only 22 frames, the slido numbers go to 23, 
would account for the skipped number, however, this early sequence - 
no doubt relates to personal shots taken by Mr. Croft at an earlier 

. time and he should be in a2 position to verify the sequence when the 

   
This - 

Frame nunber 19 is a complete blank. 
and might possibly have been occasioned by a malfunction of Croft's - 
eanera or some other error. on the part of the photographer. Stes 

     
Reairtel ‘eprcifies that photographs of possible eviden= tes . 

“ttary value may be retained until completion.of prosecution, at- 

br copies having been made. 

  

Tolece 

free. ‘which time they must be returned to Croft without any duplicates © , 

As you are well aware, prosecution ~~ 
=. ggainst Oswald is impossible and while there is no foreseeable  —=_—iz. 
i need for the above-specified frames, it is possible that subsequent 
tu; i: . developments in this highly involved case might require review of 

presentation of these photographs before a congresfional comnittee 
Belmar OF Presidential commission; therefore, you are "requested to contact 
Con —Croft—and_endeavor t oft nats cial for the Bureau to om 

  

  

  

Callenes appropriate e abov hree ‘ah for our use to - 

~ Eres Dallas ° ’ yg es . 
ea lr. cc. of saith, Gaboratory watt) a, ix Bt 
yew ——— J = W. C. . leo a7 
Trotter ee . 

Tae Roo ROR EFS? pate a -LEC=3 1963 
Mokeeg pnt + SEE NOTE PAGE TIO 
bolo wah com C J COMM-FBI 
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‘eventualities mentioned above, * You can assure™: 
ate Croft this Bureau does not intend to make use of these “2 *? 

= phofos comnerically or to infringe upon his rights of ownersh Pots 
Pripr to any use of these photographs other than the possibilities ~~ 

- mentioned above, appropriate release would be sought from him¢*2",~:: 
“. It woulds-of course, be to our advantage to obtain from *---< 220s 

. Mr. Croft a release to use these photos in any manner this Bureau 
-; deems necessary with the exception that we will not release them ~ 

a orcially or to the press as such wetes is his prerogative. 
PoE DDR a ere tte ne Ee OE ee eel Lape 

7" For your information and guidance, frame number 16 “= 
the Presidential motorcade approaching the Main and = 

Houston Streets intersection; frame number 17 shows the <:: 
-.” Presidential car just as it turns on to Houston Street from 

Main Street; and frame number 18 appears to show the 2)... 
Presidential car on Elm Street south of Houston Street just *6=%""" 

- moments before the Presidont was shot. In the latter two franes, ==: 
_,, the President and Mrs, Kennedy are clearly visible, =~: - “ 

Ta Me Bes 
Dee ee Te 
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Ce ee ea’. a tape io rater ‘7 

en In view of the above, you are instructed to promptly. 
contact Mr, Croft in an effort to obtain his cooperation in. -- 
this matter and advise the Bureau if he will accede to our «< 
request, Upon receipt of your answer, all developed franes 
path be prouptly sent to Denver for appropriate return to _ 

e Ofte 2 ee ee ee ae ce Fea Te 
«wee vote oe eo. as oor wt cece ee Mag EL tee, Be 2 7 Re AD a 
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MeGnm ee a ot _ sos, ee a te - - ‘ Tae, < ¥ pe fat 

“NOTE: — Croft, a Mormon Missionary, was in Dallas, Texas, on'*  - 
1722/63, awaiting a train for Denver and allegedly took four photo- 

graphs of the Presidential motorcade, He voluntarily appeared at Le 

our Denver Office on 11/23/63, was interviewed and furnished .°----., 

undeveloped 35mm film which he had taken on 11/22/63. Croft believed 

the last picture taken by him was taken Bimbitaneously with the shot 

which killed the President, This no doubt refers to frame nunber .;...... 
.19 which is a complete blank which probably was occasioned by some . - 

“4:\. malfunction of Mr. Croft's camera or some other fault. . While Croft 

“«  pequested that no copies be made, it would be our best interest to — 
_kave copies of the pertinent frames made for possible future use 

\ even though they appear to have no evidentiary pertinence at ot 
Fy t : this time. co ce ee we ints +. ee ee 
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